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Abstract 
Today we are spectators of the transition process in computer aided design from tradi-
tional geometry based on design systems to advanced computer-based engineering systems. 
The key is the feature technology that allows both integrating and managing modelling 
entities in a coherent way. Feature technology is developing rapidly. New research topics 
and contexts are emerging from time to time. This paper introduces concept, design and 
technological feature-objects to support operational, structural and morphological mod-
elling of mechanical products. First, the feature-centred approaches to conceptual design 
are summarized and evaluated. Then an implementation of concept feature-objects and 
the methodology for using them is presented. The strength of concept feature-objects 
is in their morphology inclusive nature. They appear as parametrized three-dimensional 
skeletons providing geometrical representations for the modelled engineering conceptions. 
A concept feature-object models the physical ports, contact surfaces related to ports, 
bones between ports, DOF of ports, relevant physical parameters, scientific and empirical 
descriptions of intentional transformations and environmental effects. Concept feature-
objects are related to design feature-objects that, in turn, are constructed of a relevant 
set of technological feature-entities. Concept feature-objects refer to the configurable 
and parametrized design feature objects through an indexing mechanism. The concep-
tions have been tested during the programming and further development of the authors' 
PRODES system. 
Keywords: advanced CAD, feature technology, concept features, design features, techno-
logical features, workbench architecture. 
Introduction 
Traditional CAD systems cannot address those stages of mechanical prod-
uct design process in that the shape is not known in detail. N onethe-
less, some design processes, e. g. assembly design, kinematic simulation, 
behavioural analysis, would benefit from the functional description of the 
product model. Although conceptual design can, in principle, develop com-
bined behavioural and morphological models, conceptual modelling is taken 
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as a taboo from the aspect of integration with CAD - mainly because d 
its concomitant fuzziness. In a conceptual design subsystem, potential so-
lution elements can be characterised by their functions, libraries of physIcal 
principles can be related to these functions, libraries of physical embodi-
ments of principles can be maintained and, last but not least, parameters of 
conceptual entities can be related directly to their geometric counterparts 
(SHARPE - OH, 1994). 
Application of feature paradigm seems to be advantageous in concep-
tual modelling. However, most of the available feature-based modelling 
systems consist of a traditional solid modeller and a feature definition shell 
(SHAH, 1992). Generally, the shape ofform features is generated as a macro 
of elementary geometric entities. Among others, VOELCKER observed that 
one of the major gaps in the understanding of designs was the lack of means 
for modelling mechanical functions in a manner that links function to form 
(VOELCKER, 1988). Traditional feature oriented modelling techniques are 
not appropriate to cover the requirements of conceptual modelling (SA-
LOMONS, 1994). Probably this is the reason why geometric modelling and 
physical modelling are disjoint activities in recent CAD systems (RUDE, 
1991). In current modelling practice, physical information is tied to the 
geometric model as textual, attributive or symbolic information in the data 
base. Data management of this form usually restricts the user to define 
other than geometry centred feature classes. 
The authors have presented a massively object oriented management 
of feature entities. The specific methodology, that they adapted, is feature-
object composition (Fig. 1). Implementation of this methodology in an 
advanced CAD environment also assumes a specific system architecture, 
that was called workbench. The components of the feature-object-based 
workbench modeller can be seen in Fig. 2. The object oriented manage-
ment of features, the feature composition methodology and the workbench 
architecture proved to be essential to implement integrated conceptual and 
morphological modelling. These have been used in the development of 
the authors' PRODES mechanical engineering design system. Concepts 
and implementation details can be found in CHoRv ATH DOROZSMAI-
THERNESZ, 1994), (HoRvATH - KULCSAR - THERNESZ, 1994). 
A definitive aim of mechanical conceptual design is to allow users to 
develop design alternatives in the form of virtual or design prototypes. It is 
also useful to analyze the behaviour of the designed prototypes as early as 
possible to avoid unexpected and unforeseen malfunctioning. The primary 
source of malfunctions are non trivial dynamic interactions between com-
ponents of the system and the time dependent variations in the state of the 
components of the system. Simulations made in the early stage of design 
can be based on virtual prototypes that approximate the final manifestation 









Fig. 1. Comparison of four feature management techniques 
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of the product. In order to be able to make a thorough investigation, the 
parameters defining the operation, geometry and the physical attributes 
should be available in quantitative and/or qualitative forms .. Of course, 
complete behavioural analyses based on the refined geometric model, can 
provide more reliable information. But simulations with premature models 
help avoiding unexpected behaviours. 
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Fig. 2. Components of the workbench modeler 
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The concept feature-object approach elaborated by the authors is signifi-
cant since it makes possible to extend feature technology to the early phase 
of design. Compared with the other approaches presented in Chapter 1, it 
goes one step further in morphology-inclusive modelling and it provides 
an object oriented framework for integration with geometric modelling 
(HORVATH - THERNESZ, 1995). To generate geometric models, organ 
structures are mapped onto a given configuration of design feature-objects. 
In this object oriented implementation, a design feature-object contains a 
simple/compound primary shape, and one or more modifying shapes that 
can be used to model the part or assembly from a geometrical point of 
view. Explicit description of functionality facilitates selecting entities from 
the design feature-object libraries. The library of both feature classes can 
be extended by programming the formerly not existing feature-objects in 
a high level design language. Later research activities are oriented to de-
velop a quasi-automated general methodology for conversion of concept 
feature-objects into a topology of design feature-objects. 
1. Other Approaches to Conceptual Modelling 
There have been several proposals presented for computer support of con-
ceptual design. Of course, it could not be our aim to review all of them. 
Hereinafter can be found an outline of those that have been judged to rep-
resent illustrative and defining approaches. All authors cited below have 
started out of the fact that both synthesis and analysis deal with the inter-
action of form and functionality (operation). They proposed methods to 
integrate the traditionally isolated conceptual, structural modelling and, 
to some extent, geometric modelling. Different in these approaches are the 
tools and methods which the authors developed to achieve their aims. 
In his early work PAYNTER introduced a network type description of 
physical systems that was called bond graph (PAYNTER, 1961). The bond 
graph methodology was initially used for behavioural analysis of systems. 
Bond graphs, however, can be used for both design and analysis of energy 
transformations of mechanical systems (THOMA, 1990). Recently, several 
researchers have used bond graphs as modelling tools for conceptual design 
problems. This representation tool is advantageous to cover multiple energy 
domains. In a bond graph representation symbolic features are included 
that represent idealised physical principles. They form the nodes of a bond 
graph and they have different number of ports. On the basis of the number 
of the bonds that are connected to the node, the node can be I-port, 2-port, 
and n-port. The behaviour of the nodes and the energy flow are described 
by principle equations and casual relationships. The mechanical system is 
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characterised by the generalised quantities of efforts and flows on the bonds, 
connecting the ports. The quantities depend on the physical phenomena, 
that is the base of the energy transformation. This is important because 
bond graphs are not able to show the material transformation process which· 
accompanies the changes of the material geometry. A drawback of the use 
of bond graphs is that they neglect most of the morphological aspects of 
modelling. Unfortunately, bond graph representations are too abstract to 
expect their broad acceptance in industrial environment. 
In the conceptual design stage, designers need to build initial mod-
els that qualitatively represent the principle ideas about the operation of 
the mechanical product (KIRIYAMA - TOMIYAMA - YOSHIKAWA, 1990). 
TOMIYAMA et al. introduced a symbolic representation of concepts in the 
form of physical features that describes the physical phenomena and me-
chanical elements (KIRIYAMA - TOMIYAMA - YOSHIKAWA, 1992). Phys-
ical elements are related through scientific laws and causality. The use 
of physical features is indirectly motivated by the development of a mod-
elling framework called metamodel. The aim of metamodelling is to relate 
various aspect models through an intentional model that is based on the 
qualitative physics and process theory (FORBUS, 1984). First, the designer 
chooses the appropriate physical features from the libraries and combines 
them to get the requested structure and operation. It is the task of a 
qualitative reasoner to find out if the primary model composed of physical 
features performs the desired operation. The primary model is used as 
the input for qualitative reasoning to produce the metamodel that corre-
lates various aspect models. Dependency among the formulated concepts 
of the background theories includes physical laws, empirics, definitions and 
causalities. They are evaluated when simulation of the operating mechan-
ical system is done. The problem of this methodology is that, in order to 
be able to reason about the system's behaviour qualitatively, dependen-
cies among the concepts of all physical phenomena that the system knows 
should be described explicitly. Since physical features are represented by 
icons or schemes, their morphological fit cannot be directly reasoned out. 
Furthermore, optimization of physical parameters is difficult since c~nsis­
tent quantitative descriptions are not available for the object. 
Having recognised the restrictions of recent CAD systems, HENDER-
SON and TAYLOR approached to the problem of computer-based concep-
tual design by introducing a meta-physical product model structure that 
includes product definition units (PDU) for need, function, physical prin-
ciple, embodiment and artefact implementation (HENDERSON, - TAYLOR, 
1993). Context, PDUs and alternatives are the three primary aspects of a 
meta-physical model. The authors generalized the feature concept in order 
to be able to tie the meta-physical product model to physical artefacts. 
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Besides material features they proposed to use energy and information fea-
tures. Energy features are of importance in kinematics, fluid mechanics, 
thermodynamics and electro-mechanics. Information features are impor-
tant in control theory, signal processing and information processing. The 
authors demonstrated the applicability of their methodology in redesigning 
a common mechanical clamp. During embodiment their conceptual entities 
are replaced by the physical equivalents that are defined based on material 
form features. It is difficult to reason out how straightforward the applica-
tion of this symbolism and composition is if the design is not known at all 
at the beginning of the design process. 
PALMER and SHAPIRO proposed a method based on the algebraic 
topological properties of mechanical objects (PALMER - SHAPIRO, 1993). 
They decomposed and recomposed physical objects into cells, complexes, 
chains and operations on them. Such abstract models can support speci-
fication, refinement and synthesis of engineering designs. Physical objects 
are interpreted as sets of quantities distributed in space and time. It im-
plies the ability to characterize and distinguish the value of quantities in 
different regions of three dimensional spaces. The authors utilized that 
a cell complex can be decomposed into regions of possible functionality. 
Chains were used to represent the relations between these regions, and to 
associate distributed physical quantities with these regions. If the physical 
elements used to define the chain model represent the behaviour of some 
particular domain, the chain model both satisfies the design specification 
and has a physical realization. Obviously, this formal representation is ad-
vantageous from the point of view of interrelating various aspects of model 
generation. Application of the methodology may prove to be difficult if 
no formal specification exists for the design. Furthermore, it cannot be 
reasoned out how the methodology could be implemented in a really user 
friendly way. 
SCHULTE et al. applied functional features in searching for solution 
principles and their proper combinations (SCHULTE - \iVEBER - STARK, 
1990). Components of the product are described in terms of physical 
effects and, geometrically, of the primary functional faces derived from 
the operational processes. Simple functional features can represent design 
functions like energy transportation, storage of information, alteration of 
speed, torque transmission and so on. Surface pairs or groups, included 
in a functional feature, automatically result in the separate components 
of the modelled product due to the assignment of material vectors. How-
ever, functional features in themselves are not enough to define an oper-
able design. In order to bridge the gap, earlier ROTH introduced subtle 
auxiliary function entities (ROTH, 1982). Nevertheless, functionality and 
morphology are only loosely connected. The morphological characteristics 
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and attributes can be recognised by natural means and can be investi-
gated by scientific methods. The functions, however, are not so definite, 
they cannot be recognised by scientific means. Consequently, for the sake 
of higher level computer support or automation of conceptual design, we 
must re-evaluate the role of functions and functional diagramming in de-
sign. It does not mean that hierarchical function descriptions are useless 
in the early phases of design but there are quite a few other representation 
schemes that can be taken into consideration simultaneously. The represen-
tations provided by functional features are not unambiguous. Functional 
features are not powerful enough to cover the morphological deviations of 
the feature instances or the embedding environment. Furthermore, in the 
case of a new design, it is difficult to find the primary surfaces without the 
prior synthesis of the physical processes. 
Conceptual designs are often to be developed from first principles 
which goes together with exploring quite a lot of alternative schemes that 
are physically feasible before going into the details of the best candidate. 
BRACEWELL and SHARPE have developed a scheme oriented methodology 
for conceptual design and embodiment (BRACEWELL, - SHARPE, 1994). In 
their SchemeBuilder system the developers used design context diagrams. 
The schemes are generated based on this new information structure that 
covers a set of stored functional embodiments, which may be of either of 
two forms: means or principles. This information representation allows 
for the progressive refinement and development of a design from required 
functions expressed in an abstract way to their eventual chosen physical 
realization. First, the required functions are looked up in the functional em-
bodiment knowledge base, and then, the system generates all possible dis-
tinct complete schemes by combining alternative functional embodiments 
specified within it. To be able to execute mapping, the system should have 
links joining components and required subfunctions within the means, and 
required subfunctions within the principle. The functional embodiment 
knowledge base is a tree structure of functions, in which energy flow types 
and data carrier types are progressively defined. N Oll-hierarchical links 
help in reusing any function that has already been embodied and to pro-
vide more than one function to embody with. This representation scheme 
is advantageous from the point of view of trade-offs of moving solutions 
either way in the mechatronic domain. Unfortunately, schemes generated 
this way do not contain any knowledge about the spatial arrangement of 
the physical components unless it has been specifically included into the 
definition of functions. It is, however, practically impossible to cover all 
possible relations. 
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2. Formal Definition of Concept Feature-Objects 
In mechanical products, there are two basic groups of factors that deter-
mine possible functionality and operation: one is the physical effects, the 
other is the geometry. The physical effects influence manifestation of the 
object, and the geometry, at the same time, determines its materialisation. 
Since the morphology and the energy transformation processes are strongly 
related, the two aspects cannot be separated from each other in concep-
tual modelling. As it was shown earlier, the problem of morphological de-
scriptions of conceptual modelling entities is somewhat disregarded in the 
current conceptual modelling methods. Therefore, as a practice oriented 
alternative we have proposed concept feature-objects (CFO) - (HORVATH 
- DOROZSMAI - THERNESZ, 1994). CFOs capture and model conceptions 
that are known and used by mechanical engineers during the design pro-
cess. Concept feature-objects outline the organs (functional entities) of 
mechanical products that are based on some physical energy transforma-
tions. Roughly speaking, they represent both the minimum geometry that 
is required to consider geometrical aspects and the regularized physical 
phenomena that form the basis of operation. This way, the information 
content of a CFO can be formally represented as: 
CFO = ({M}, {F}), (1) 
where {M} is a set of data representing the initial geometry, and {F} is a 
set of data describing the behaviour. From a programming point of view, 
CFOs are objects that represent the physical reality of an artefact or its 
particulars. Covering morphological aspects, the concept feature-object-
based modelling methodology can adapt to the evolution of the objects 
being designed. The adaptation assumes the capability of direct mapping 
of and/or conversions between aspect models. 
An initial geometry M can be formally defined as: 
M = ({P}, {L}, {D}, {B}, {C}), (2) 
where: {P} means the port definitions, {L} means the locations for ports, 
{D} means the degrees of freedom at ports, {B} means the geometric 
entities representing connections amongst ports, and {C} means the con-
tact surfaces. The operation oriented part of the modelling of mechanical 
objects requires the existence of initial geometry, but it also requires the 
representation of physical principles, operation parameters, and the for-
mal description of scientific relationships. The ultimate aim of operational 
modelling is evaluation of the inherent functioning and the response of 
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objects for the environmental effects. To this end, both qualitative reason-
ing and quantitative analysis are to be applied. The quantitative analysis 
and simulation require that any CFOs should have the following functional 
description: 
F = ({I}, {O}, {S}, {Q}, {T}) , (3) 
where: {I} means parameters of input quantities on ports, {O} means pa-
rameters of output quantities on ports, {S} means parameters of substan-
tial (characteristic) quantities of CFOs, {Q} means expressions describing 
contact mechanisms on ports, and {T} means expressions describing energy 
conversions made by CFOs. 
A complete geometric representation covers the topological, metric, 
and attributive information. From a topological point of view, any object 
is of a specific topological genus. The boundary of a class of objects can be 
mapped directly onto a sphere. The objects pertaining to the other class 
can be mapped onto a simple torus or an n-fold torus. This information 
is important in order to construct the geometric representations for the 
CFOs with different topological genus. The topological genus influences 
how the objects can be joined at their input and output ports. In general, 
the objects that are homeomorphic to a sphere may join to each other as 
a linear sequence, a tree, or a network through the ports. This class of 
objects is called branching CFOs. The objects that are homeomorphic to a 
torus may have an alternative form of joining. They may surround or en-
close other objects, therefore, they are called enfolding CFOs. Sometimes 
specific connections of more than one object result in an enfolding config-
uration. The enfolding concept feature-objects can be coupled directly or 
through an arbitrary number of branching type feature-objects. The intro-
duced two possibilities of joining should be reflected by the geometry and 
the arrangement of the ports for all modelling entities. Graphical repre-
sentations for branching and enfolding concept feature-objects can be seen 
in Fig. 3. 
The concept feature-object-based modelling methodology assumes 
that mechanical objects can be disintegrated into operable constituents. 
According to the mechanical engineering terminology, these constituents 
can be distinguished as parts, groups, units, or subassemblies. They are 
in specific connection with each other. Those domains that determine the 
geometrical details of physical connections and, moreover, determine the 
energy transferring sub-processes are called ports. For the sake of synthe-
sis and analysis, ports themselves should be treated as individual entities. 
Depending on their role in the energy transfer, ports can be in-ports, mid-
ports and out-ports. Mid-ports are needed to describe those situations in 
which neither external energy inputs nor outputs can be identified. Mid-
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Fig. 3. Graphical representations of concept feature-objects 
ports are quite often the materialization centres of mechanical parts. The 
sum of energy, transferred through the ports, must be the sum of the energy 
spread over the physical domains in a given moment in different forms. 
3. Realization of Concept Feature-Objects 
From a programming point of view, predefined concept feature-objects may 
exist in abstract, concrete, and instance forms respectively (HORV ATH, -
KULCSAR, 1993). An abstract concept feature-object (ACFO) is a 
complex modelling tool that has an undetermined number of components 
(i. e. in-ports, out-ports, mid-ports, bones and contact surfaces). Thus, 
an abstract object is programmed with a default set of eligible modelling 
entities that can be specified as required. No operational parameters are 
defined for an ACFO. From this available set of entities, concrete concept 
feature-objects (CCFO) can be derived. These appear as skeletons to-
gether with their operational parameters. The components of the concrete 
feature-objects and their interconnections have already been determined 
- this is why they can have a fixed collection of functional parameters. 
Note that concrete feature-objects can also be defined directly through an 
interactive modelling process. In this state of their existence, the rudimen-
tary dimensional and attributive parameter values can still be modified. 
Through the assignment of values we get an instance concept feature-
object (ICFO). Being a pure data representation, it can be modified no 
longer. 
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Implementation of geometric modelling with these families of concept 
feature-objects is a stepwise mapping that allows systematic composition. 
The relevant ACFO, that is like an executable program, is selected from 
the library first and then activated. The coded components of an ACFO 
provide the means for geometric and functional parametrization with con-
straint management. They have parametrized interface surfaces that facil-
itate joining them to other components. Through the predefined interface 
parameters it is possible to merge individual parameter sets of the skele-
tons into the global parameter network of the organ system. The energy 
transfer and/or conversions on the skeletons and at the interfacing ports 
are described by the operational parameters and physical equations. As-
signment of the specific values to geometric and functional variables leads 
to a data base representation of the feature entity and the organ system 
(HORVATH - KULCSAR, 1993). 
4. Creation of Initial Geometries 
Application of concept feature-objects in conceptual design of mechanical 
engineering products presumes interactive use of the conceptual modelling 
software environment. In a massively feature-object-based product mod-
elling environment, having accomplished this two-phase conceptual mod-
elling, the designer can initiate the embodiment of the product with design 
and technological feature-objects. It was indicated earlier that an initial 
geometry was limited to capture those metric features of the product that 
were necessary for preliminary functional analysis and morphological eval-
uations. The minimum geometry varies for different objects. Therefore, 
the method and tools applied have to be flexible and, at the same time, 
comprehensive enough to cover the needs of various design cases. Further-
more, they have to be in harmony with the modelling methods and entities 
offered by present commercialised CAD/CAE and FEM systems. Domains 
of a solid geometry that have significance from a functional point of view, 
can be satisfactorily represented and, therefore, substituted by low level 
geometric entities, e. g. surface patches and wires. Thus, contact surfaces 
are described by surface patches and the energy transferring domains are 
idealized as wires. This results in a wire-frame-like model, but in our con-
cept feature-object-based modelling its components have specific notations 
and graphical representation, respectively. 
The ultimate aim of conceptual modelling is to generate the organ 
structure of the mechanical product. An organ structure represents the 
functional components, operational connections of components and the 
structural topology. The components are instances of concept feature-
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Fig. 4. Skeleton of the bushing 
objects. The initial geometry belonging to these components of the organ 
structure is called the skeleton. Thus an organ is modelled jointly by a 
skeleton geometry and a physical description. The bushing shown in Fig. 4 
consists of two components since the original part can be separated into 
two functional units, namely the bush and the shoulder. 
The elements of a skeleton are denoted as bones. From a functional 
point of view, bones specify physical locations of ports in the metric mod-
elling space. Eventually, bones are for connecting the ports according to the 
logic of the presumed energy transfer and morphological changes. Bones 
are brought together to define the possible ways and directions of energy 
flows. In a branching skeleton, bones may form a chain, star or tree. For 
enfolding skeletons there is at least one bone that forms a loop. Note that 
the skeletons included in the organ structure are not necessarily physical 
parts. Depending on the application, a skeleton may represent a group of 
parts, an individual part, or a domain of a part. 
Ports are to be defined by specifying their three dimensional Descar-
tian system of coordinates and kinematic degrees of freedom at connections 
of ports. The specification has to cover both macro- and micro-geometric 
respects. From a shape modelling point of view, ports are specific regions 
of the boundary of the modelled product. Thus they can be identical to 
a given surface, a part of it, or may even encompass a given configuration 
of surfaces. If the requested analysis makes it important, contact surfaces 
can be modelled geometrically as analytical or parametrical surfaces. If the 
flow of energy through a mechanical part or unit can be identified, identi-
fication of in-ports and out-ports is trivial. Mid-ports can be regarded as 
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nodes connecting the bones. Generally, mid-ports are those material cen-
ters of mechanical parts where the presumed energy flow ramifies. Thus, 
a mechanical part may have one or more mid-ports. Functional quantities 
are always unchanged for a given part geometry. 
In order to model the whole organ structure morphologically, skele-
tons are to be connected. Only those ports of the skeletons which have 
the same parameters can be merged. Modelling of initial geometry thus 
includes the following steps: (a) definition of ports, (b) locating ports in 
the model-space, (c) arrangement of bones, (d) specification of degrees of 
freedom on ports, (e) connecting skeletons to form organ structure, and (fJ 
decomposition of the organ structure into manufacturable and assemblable 
physical parts. Initial geometric modelling is to be executed in the given 
order. An example for the graphical representation of an initial geometry 
of a Cardanic joint subassembly can be seen in Fig. 5. This is a window 
captured from the PRODES system. 
tl,n!f*mt1 ti,t.IS 
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Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the initial geometry of a Cardanic joint 
For methodological reasons, a design activity agenda is built into the inter-
active conceptual design subsystem. Obviously, steps can be repeated in 
order to modify the results of any previous specification. Because reconsid-
erations and modifications may be requested in the interactive conceptual 
modelling process, graphical representation can assist in recognizing mor-
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phological inconsistencies. In order to avoid mismatches between ports 
characterized by different parameters, an advance specification of input 
and output parameters is expedient. 
Until now, the initial geometry for the organ structure has been de-
fined as a static one. It is, however, very rare that no variation of the 
initial geometry takes place during the now supposed operation. Geomet-
ric changes of the initial geometry should be simulated. The observable 
behaviour of the mechanical system can only be modelled by taking op-
erational changes into consideration. Eventually, together with modelling 
of the environmental effects, it provides a basis for behavioural simulation. 
There are several forms of geometric changes. They are consequences of 
variations in effects and loading during the operation, that will be dis-
cussed later. One group of modifications is caused by static operation. 
These, among others, are the following: (a) deformations due to loads that 
influence operation (e. g. buckling deflection), (b) initial distortions due 
to pretightening (e. g. setting springs), (e) extensions due to heat (e. g. 
longitudinal elongations). Another group is kinematic or dynamic modi-
fications. These intended alterations come from: (a) positional variations 
(e. g. revolving excenter cam), (b) locational variations (e. g. in hydraulic 
cylinders), ( c) geometrical reconfigurations (e. g. in arretating clutches), 
(d) functional repositioning (e. g. in elastohydrodynamic slide bearings), 
and (e) meshed connections (e. g. threads). The third group is functional 
variations that include both static and dynamic (kinematic) alterations. 
Furthermore, those that have their origin in some stochastic effects of the 
environment. Consider, for instance, alterations due to (a) shocking, (b) 
wear and (c) impact. 
The last step of initial geometry definition is allocation of components 
into manufacturable (assemblable) physical parts. It is an implementa-
tion oriented decomposition of the organ structure. The reason is that 
the skeletons included in the organ structure do not necessarily result in 
optimally embodied parts. Sometimes combining the skeletons into com-
plexes, or the opposite, separating them into less complex fragments may 
be advantageous from a functional, manufacturing, and economic point of 
view. This further processing can be made taking into consideration the 
principles of design for manufacture and assembly (DFMA). The process 
of embodiment is rather intuitive, even if it is executed with design fea-
tures, and it supposes considerable manufacturing experience. There are 
three specific rules that are to be kept in mind in order to get parts with 
optimum final geometries: (a) Composition or separation may not deval-
uate functionality; (b) There must be a compromise between the number 
of parts and the complexity of parts from manufacture, assembly, mainte-
nance and reparability points of view; (c) Secondary design aspects, e. g. 
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economy, aesthetics, reliability, environment detection cannot be treated 
as secondary questions to develop competitive products. 
5. Quantitative Performance Analysis 
Early performance evaluation is indisputably necessary for improving the 
technical merit of products. There are two approaches to this analysis: (a) 
by qualitative reasoning and (b) quantitative evaluation. The ideal would 
be to have a hybrid approach, however, it is not readily available yet. Quali-
tative reasoning is oriented to reason with process characteristics, but it has 
nothing to do with optimization of operational parameters. Quantitative 
evaluation covers numerical modelling of the product and the environment, 
and is oriented towards investigations of the operating states. A quantita-
tive analysis needs a consistent specification of functional parameters and 
(non)algebraic expressions relating them. 
A class of parts of mechanical engineering products needs to be eval-
uated for static performance only. The other class of parts requires evalu-
ation from a dynamic (kinematic) and a time dependent functional point 
of view. The most comprehensive form of performance evaluation is time-
inclusive behavioural simulation that requires modelling of the product as 
a system and the environment together. However, performance modelling 
and behavioural simulation should be separated and should be executed 
distinctly, since they require significantly different mathematical methods 
and tools. 
Whichever form of evaluation is accomplished we have to consider 
varying morphological descriptions. This aspect has been discussed earlier 
in detail. In the case of behavioural simulation both static and kinematic 
geometry modifications should be taken into account. During the sim-
ulation it is advantageous to have the parametric descriptions of initial 
geometries of skeletons included in the organ structure and the contact 
surfaces at ports. In fact, even performance evaluation cannot be made 
without providing facilities for dynamic management of skeletons' geome-
tries. N onethe1ess, performance evaluation requires a complete description 
of the physical phenomena and their interactions. 
In the course of static performance analyses, numeric values have to 
be defined or computed for port variables. The skeletons are to be further 
concretized by assigning attribute variables. In order to make clear-cut 
distinction between interfacing and attribute variables, Fig. 6 presents an 
example of a V-belt pulley. Here, input energy variables are circumferential 
force from the key and angular velocity, output energy variables are force 
in the V-belt and tangential velocity of the V-belt. Attribute variables are 
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Fig. 6. Example for operational parameters and expressions of a V-belt pulley 
those that describe the geometry, material and other physical character-
istics of the pulley. These are the hub bore diameter, the distance of the 
key face center from the axis of rotation, the distance of the V-belt contact 
circle from the axis of rotation, and so on. There are, however, some other 
of parameters of different type that have not been mentioned up till now. 
They can be called latent parameters. These also need to be defined, but 
their values are needed not to be given prior to or during the simulations. 
The reason for this is that they can be computed and used in other calcula-
tions. For a V-belt pulley these variables are, for instance, shear stress due 
to torsion and accumulated strain energy. In other cases potential energy 
and energy of movement are latent variables. 
The interfacing (input and output) variables for ports are defined in 
the geometry definition phase. In the overwhelming majority of cases it 
is true that interfacing parameters are closely related to primary forms of 
energy (e. g. mechanical, thermal, electrical), whereas latent parameters 
are related to secondary forms of energy (e. g. strain, potential, damp-
ing). Since it is practically impossible to specify in advance all parameters 
that might be ever needed in behavioural simulation, contextually named 
variables cannot be joined to parameters. In this case, variable names can 
be specified as identifiers to support users. For each variable, a memory 
address and space are attached through memory pointers. Computing the 
performance states is done by evaluation of explicit mathematical expres-
sions. By mathematical expression we mean simple equations, sets of linear 
or nonlinear equations, differential equations and even straightforward nu-
meric algorithms. In some cases we also need inequality expressions or re-
cursive algorithms. Having specified the relevant interfacing and attribute 
parameters, we can construct the functional expressions by an equation 
editor. The concept of an algebraic expression editor is well known from, 
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Fig. 7. The initial geometry and analysis results 
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for instance, spread-sheet applications. Solutions for the functional expres-
sions are sought for by the equation solver program of the PRODES system. 
Note that nowadays similar software tools are already commercialized. For 
a shaft-key-V-belt pulley torque transferring subassembly some results of 
a static performance analysis can be seen in Fig. 7. The results in the 
child-window have been received by interrogating the mid-port defined in 
the center of the key. 
6. Time-Dependent Simulations 
The time-dependent behaviour of an organ structure can be evaluated by 
incremental simulation. This happens in four consecutive steps: (a) setting 
or modifying the initial geometry, (b) setting or modifying the environmen-
tal effects, (c) computing and evaluating discrete operational states of the 
organ structure, and (d) representing the operating state graphically. 
Physical phenomena can be made explicit by constructing time-de-
pendent technical expressions that control the energy transformations and 
transfers. For the complete description of processes, domains of legal pa-
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rameter values and constraints on the operational parameters are to be 
specified as well. Simulation assumes time-dependent representation of the 
organ structure and the included components. Therefore, positional and 
operational states of the organ structure have to be described with a view 
to time variables. Depending on the logic of operation, several time vari-
ables are to be taken into consideration. Assigning discrete time values to 
time variables and computing the relevant states result in an incremental 
simulation. Encompassing possible variations of the effects coming from or 
caused by the environment lends itself to a behavioural simulation based 
on the organ structure. For behavioural simulation, descriptive equations 
should be arranged to form numerical procedures. Furthermore, constraint 
management, truth maintenance and conflict resolution may be required 
to solve complex cases. Causal relationships more or less reflect the logic 
of operation. Therefore, to produce reliable results, causalities must be 
strongly taken into consideration. 
Resulting from the former theoretical considerations, the simulation 
phase covers the following activities: (a) specification of attribute and la-
tent parameters (variables) for the skeletons, (b) description of contact 
mechanisms on the ports with expressions relevant for functions, (c) def-
inition of functional relationships and ordering the numerical expressions 
based on causalities, (d) inclusion of time variables into functional rela-
tionships (if pertinent), (e) modelling the environmental effects and their 
variations, (f) operational and/or behavioural simulation and evaluation of 
the organ structure, (g) executing combinatorial, functional and morpho-
logical modifications to optimize the conceptual model of the design. 
For time-dependent analysis of the constructed organ systems, the 
conceptual modeller of the PRODES system adapted timed neural type 
Petri nets with explicit transition representation (ZARGHAM - TYMAN, 
1985). This approach has been found advantageous in representing both 
the structure and behaviour of mechanical organ systems. It should be 
mentioned that traditional Petri nets, however, lack at least two things 
that are important either in structural or operational modelling. First, 
they do not show initial modularity which is advantageous for the discrete 
description and modelling of organs included. Second, they do not con-
sider time that is important for description of process flow and logistics. 
Application of neural Petri net model is a solution for both issues. After 
some abstractions, the material, energy and information transfer and· con-
version of concept feature entities can be represented by a specific neural 
Petri net. Connecting the inputs and outputs of the partial nets results in 
a configuration that corresponds to the completed organ system. 
Formal definition of the neural Petri net (NPN) used in the simulation 
component of the PRODES system is as follows: 
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NPN = (P,T,A,S,F,D,N,M, V, W,Q,C), 
where 
P is a finite non-empty set of distinctly labelled places (PI, P2, ... Pn), 
T is a finite non-empty set of distinctly labelled transitions (TI, T2, ... 
Tn), 
A is a relation that is represented by an arc either from a place to a 
transition, or from a transition to a place, 
S is a finite non-empty set of initial places that are starting points of 
the material, energy or information processing on a skeleton, 
F is a finite non-empty set of final places in which the output quantities 
of a skeleton appear, 
D is a real number which indicates the duration of a physical effect 
(token) in a place, 
N is a real number which indicates the (minimum) threshold value of 
tokens required to fire a transition, 
M is a real number which indicates the (maximum) limit value of tokens 
allowed to appear during a transition, 
V is a set of equations that calculates the total token value in a place 
at every unit of time, 
W is a set of functions that calculates the changes of the parameters that 
characterize the places, 
Q is a function that associates an initial state qualifier (colour) with 
each output arc of a transition, 
C is a set of colours. 
Each NPN constitutes a segment ofthe complete NPN of an organ sys-
tem. This computer internal representation allows us to construct NPNs 
for organ systems automatically based on the skeleton structure and to 
evaluate the whole system interactively. In formal evaluation model the 
set of places represents the set of geometrically defined ports, transitions 
are physical processes to and from a port. Each transition may have more 
than one input places that correspond to the possible multiple interactions 
of mechanical parts. Similarly, a transition may have more than one out-
put places. A relation can be one of forward pointing, backward pointing 
and back referencing. Threshold values are needed to express that certain 
effects simply cannot be exerted if the physical quantities (e. g. hoisting 
force, temperature) are below a value, and limit values express that certain 
quantities (e. g. stress, deflection) must not exceed a given value. Qualifiers 
are needed to provide extra qualitative information on transitions. During 
incremental simulations of the behaviour, the assigned value of lifetime D 
of the effect can be decremented by one. If the effect is getting stronger or 
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weaker in time, the qualifier tells how it takes place and the limit and the 
threshold values, respectively, can be checked for. Colouring allows us to 
express information, for instance, on the assumed initial state of the system 
by considering values, sign of the values (positive or negative), or intended 
directions. 
7. Definition and Representation of 
Design Feature-Objects 
One of the aims of the feature technology is to enable designers to compose 
mechanical designs from features that embody functional and geometri-
cal properties and convey explicit information for manufacturing, assembly 
and measurement. The use of feature-objects assumes specific modelling 
methodology. This methodology is the feature-object composition that 
produces the geometric model of the product as an aggregation of the pre-
defined design feature-objects (DFO). In this methodology, design feature-
objects are the tools of capturing functional and morphological information 
and they transfer it to the product data base. Since both functional and 
morphological information is strongly product- and part-dependent, all em-
bracing definition of the DFOs in the practice is not feasible. There is no 
obstacle, however, to define DFOs in advance, if the scope and content 
of the application are sufficiently known or predictable. Our PRODES 
system, which is intended to be a prototype of a completely feature-object-
based advanced CAD system, makes use of this possibility at the generation 
of the DFO libraries. Taking into consideration the necessity of extending 
the libraries, the capability of generating new modelling entities has been 
provided. Designing with highly alterable DFOs does not restrict the real-
isation of creativity. A possible, but previously not existed arrangement of 
design feature-objects may result in innovative designs. 
Unfortunately, the definition of feature-objects cannot be exhaustive 
even for a given application field, since form features are also formed when 
the part itself is embodied with design feature-objects. Note that these 
form features are interesting from the point of view of manufacturing, 
rather than functional and/or morphological design. It implies that the 
undefined form features should be related to one or more relevant tech-
nological feature-object. There exits a fairly large number of DFOs that 
come out with weak engagement to the application. These entities are 
mostly simple standard parts or their stereotype segments. Most of the 
simple DFOs have direct correspondence to a technological feature-object. 
A complex DFO, in general, can be decomposed into two or more shape 
modifier technological feature-object superposed on each other. In cer-
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tain cases the appearance of a DFO is governed by styling considerations, 
but connections to manufacturing are also evident. Anyhow, the feature-
object composition methodology provides the means to relate the initially 
non-defined form features to shape modifying technological feature-objects; 
Considering the facts mentioned above, we may conclude that design 
feature-objects are to be specified according to the actual demands of the 
specific application. They can be constructed by considering previously 
developed designs. In order to be consistent with the included set of con-
ceptual feature-objects, one or more DFO has to be defined to each CFO. 
The more significant the overlapping between a CFO and a DFO from func-
tional point of view, the easier is the embodiment. In the PRODES system 
there has been a two-way referencing among CFOs and DFOs implemented 
by the use of library pointers. 
Primary shape 
Fig. 8. Example of a complex abstract design feature-object 
From the aspect of the information content and the purpose of formation, 
a design feature-object can exist in three forms: abstract object, concrete 
object and instance object, respectively. An abstract design feature-
object (ADFO) is a specific shape model with varying structural topology. 
From the implementation point of view, an abstract object is a collection 
of a simple or compound primary shape (shape carrier), and one or more 
modifying shapes (shape modifiers)' by which the designer can alter the 
geometry of the shape carrier. An example for a compound design feature-
object is shown in Fig. 8. The modifying shapes, in themselves, repre-
sent simple design feature-entities. By the use of these feature-entities the 
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designer can effectively modify the primary shape to provide the needed 
functionality. This solution needs less time than the traditional way of 
feature manipulation and is really powerful if a comprehensive library of 
design feature-objects belonging to the given application domain is avail-
able. From progra..rnming point of view, abstract design feature-objects are 
again executable programs that communicate with the user and the geo-
metric modelling workbench of the PRODES system. ADFOs represent 
dynamic designs in which their primary and secondary shapes can be com-
bined systematically. Furthermore, the set of the included entities can be 
extended or modified. Thus, the complexity of the programmable ADFOs 
is not limited. 
By selecting the relevant modifying shapes and merging them with 
the primary shapes, the designer specifies an object of fixed descriptive 
topology. This object is called concrete design feature-object (CDFO). 
Besides the topology, the geometry of a CDFO is also specified, but the 
geometry is parametrized. Dimensions and attributes can be modified. 
Having specified the size parameter values and the attributes, the designer 
can transfer a CDFO into a special B-rep data structure. This provides an 
instance design feature-object (IDFO). Being a pure data model, an 
IDFO can be modified no longer. Introduction of the CDFOs is reasonable 
from modelling point of view, since in this state of model forming the 
components are only formally combined but not merged on B-rep data level. 
Instead, a preliminary aggregation of components, say design prototype, is 
generated. The history of the model forming process is recorded in a binary 
tree and the B-rep data segments, describing the components, are stored 
in the memory together with some pieces of information on their origin. If 
the designer wants to modify something, it can be more easily done with 
the prototype than with the final model. This modelling concept provides 
high level of flexibility for an advanced CAD system. 
Abstract design feature-objects themselves, however, should be well 
designed in order to facilitate their comfortable use for designers. The num-
ber of the modifying shapes must be large enough to provide the required 
flexibility in modelling. Parametrization of the modelling entities has to be 
consistent and the parameters clearly arranged. In general, the designer 
uses the primary shape and the modifying feature-entities included in a 
given (programmed) ADFO. In certain cases, in order to cope with the 
versatility of the designs, it might be necessary to use a modifying shape 
that has been defined in another ADFO. Thus the modifying shapes of any 
abstract feature-objects should be activatable individually. Therefore, in 
the programmed abstract feature-objects the components are independent 
of each other. Very often the modifying entities are concrete technological 
feature entities. 
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Another question is the unification of the modelling entities in the 
model space of the workbench modeller. The entities can be combined by 
the method that is known from traditional eSG modellers. These systems, 
in general, work on closed and regular objects. We have to face some 
difficulties, however, if we want to adapt this technique for the feature 
entities. The problem originates in that the modifying features are not 
geometrically complete objects. They are certain aggregation of faces that 
forms an open shell. Therefore, the intersection computation should be 
face oriented rather than solid oriented. It requires extra computation to 
determine validity of the intermediate geometries resulted by all individual 
steps of the combination and closedness of the final part model. In some 
irregular cases, even additional transition surfaces are to be generated to 
ensure closedness. 
A class of parts of mechanical engineering products needs to be eval-
uated for static performance only. The other class of parts requires evalu-
ation from a dynamic (kinematic) and a time-dependent functional point 
of views. The most comprehensive form of performance evaluation is time-
inclusive behavioural simulation that requires modelling of the product as 
a system and the environment together. However, performance modelling 
and behavioural simulation should be separated and should be executed 
distinctly, since they require significantly different mathematical methods 
and tools. 
Technological features or manufacturing features have been defined 
in several ways earlier. According to the terminology of the PRODES 
system, technological features are those entities that are needed to describe 
the final geometrical state of the product supposing certain fabrication 
processes. The specific taxonomy of the available technological feature-
objects is shown in Fig. 9 and 11. There are two general classes of TFOs: 
one is the class of shape modifiers and the other class is the attribute 
specifiers. Shape modifier TFOs are supposed to produce a given change 
relative to the original shape of the DFO (Fig. 10). The modification 
is determined by both the intent of application and the manufacturing 
facilities that can be used to execute the required manufacturing operation. 
The attribute specifier TFOs attach attributes that appear when a specific 
manufacturing operation is supposed to have been applied to the model or 
its components (Fig. 11). It is important that both technological feature-
object classes refer to the final state of the parts. 
Definition and implementation of shape modifier technological fea-
ture-objects are consistent with those of design feature-objects. Their 
generic form is an abstract technological feature-object (ATFO). By 
the use of an ATFO, designers may specify strictly manufacturing aspects 
of the ADFOs. In the programmed ATFO, a type specification of a pri-
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Fig. 9. Shape modifying TFOs 
mary shape and several modifier shapes can be found (Fig. 10). In general, 
TFOs inherit their primary shapes. This shape may be the primary shape 
of the abstract design feature-object, or one of the modifying shapes. In the 
PRODES system the referencing of DFOs to TFOs is implemented through 
pointers that are handled by the library managers. It is possible to build 
certain shape modifier TFOs onto each other. This way a hierarchy of the 
TFOs can be implemented. 
The components included in an abstract technological feature-object 
are parametrized with respect to the geometry and the machining opera-
tions. The geometrical parameters describe the shape modification, result-
ing from the execution of the assumed machining operation. The other set 
of data specifies the applicable machine tools or forming equipment, and 
the relevant tools, based on the dimension values specified for the geome-
try. These data provide explicit information for the manufacturing process 
planning. 





Fig. 10. Example for a TFO for shape modification 
A programmed abstract feature-object for shape modification offers 
a choice of additive or subtractive modelling entities. By selecting and 
combining the appropriate shape modifiers, the designer is to specify the 
relevant parameter values. This way a concrete technological feature-
object (CTFO) can be generated. After having specified the numerical 
values and the text-like attributes, the system converts the information 
package into a B-rep data structure. This produces again an instance 
technological feature-object (ITFO). The data structures of the tech-
nological feature-objects are organised similarly to that of abstract and 
concrete design features. However, they contain both numeric and quali-
tative data for the production equipment and operations. 
The attribute specifier technological feature-objects support the de-
signer in joining the specification of the required attributes to certain mod-
elling entities. The attribute specifier TFOs may relate to the global man-
ufacturing process (cutting, forging, casting, bending) of the part or to the 
specific processes and treatments (welding, hardening, polishing, knurl) ap-
plied on the partes) concerned. The information conveyed by the attribute 
specifier TFOs may regard to a face of the part (e. g. surface rough-
ness, size and shape tolerances, surface hardness), to a face group of the 
part (e. g. position tolerances, heat treatment specifications), to the part 
itself (material, assembly specification, patterns) and to a group of parts 
(e. g. assembly specification, functional specification). In contrast to shape 
modifier TFOs, that are executable programs, attribute specifier TFOs are 
implemented as operators. They can be invoked in the geometric modeller 
workbench of the PRODES system. 








Fig. 11. Attributes by technological feature-objects 
8. Coherent Management of Feature Entities 
From a methodological point of view, the feature-object-based modelling 
process in principle can be divided into six phases that have different orien-
tations. During the first phase, concept feature-objects themselves are to 
be derived and instances generated. Then the initial geometry of the organ 
system for the whole product is to be generated. The initial geometry con-
siders spatial locations, geometrical extensions, external connections and 
intended global shape. The third phase focuses on quantitative character-
ization of the mechanical product based on the available initial geometry. 
It also specifies the physical effects on the components and allows study-
ing and simulations of the behaviour of the whole organ system or its 
constituents. The fourth phase is the mapping of the decomposed organ 
system onto relevant abstract design feature-objects. In this phase, the sys-
tem searches for potential solutions in the design feature-object libraries. 
The user is to select the best matching cases. During the fifth phase, the 
designer produces those domains of the parts that cannot be covered by 
features by traditional geometric modelling. These domains can also be 
defined as features and stored in library. The last phase is for generating 
rendered images of the part or assembly. 
As it can be concluded from the interpretation given above, the mor-
phological design can be supported by the preceding use of concept feature-
objects to a great extent. Their arrangement projects to the possible con-
figuration of the design feature-objects and influences the possible embod-
iment of parts. In fact, the intentions of the designer, the morphological 
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consistency and the optimizing constraints determine the applicable DFOs. 
In an advanced CAD system, conceptual feature-objects should have one 
or more equivalents among the abstract design feature-objects. The design 
based on any organ system is feasible only if all of the included CFOs have 
been put together properly, i. e. their parameter values have been selected 
and determined with the view to the existing physical constraints of the 
available design feature-object. In connection with the conceptual feature-
objects the most important consideration is that they are assumed to be 
mapable onto one or more abstract (or concrete) design feature-objects 
directly. This mapping lends itself to the integration of operational, struc-
tural and morphological syntheses. With the extension of the feature-object 
p3,radigm for conceptual and geometry design, the mapping process, that 
is rather intuitive otherwise, can be formalised and effectively supported 
by a computer. 
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Fig. 12. Composition with concept feature entities 
Fig. 12 gives an example of an initial geometry for a simple mechanical 
assembly. It is composed from the skeletons of a shaft-end, a key and a 
V-belt pulley. Here all skeletons have been generated by using an abstract 
concept feature-object. This approach is most advantageous if the results of 
the preliminary morphological modelling and behavioural simulations can 
be directly downloaded to a geometric modelling environment in which 
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the embodiment is also based on design feature-objects. Nevertheless, the 
organ structures developed by the conceptual modelling methodology facil-
itate geometric modelling of part and assembly even with traditional CSG 
or B-rep systems. The unified approaches and consistent methodologies, 
however, can make massively feature-abject-based advance CAD systems 
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Fig. 13. Mapping with feature entities of various aspects 
Fig. 13 presents the steps of mapping the skeleton of the shaft-end with 
centre hole onto applicable design and technological feature-objects. The 
geometric model can be seen in Fig. 14. This example is rather simple 
and, therefore, self-explanatory. In the more complex cases, however, there 
are five important issues to be solved at converting organ structures into 
morphological complete models. They are as follows: 
a) Domains of Different Structural Levels 
In general, an organ system comprises functional units of different struc-
turallevels. For instance, an electric motor or a hydraulic cylinder are often 
embedded into an organ structure that is made of part-level or segment-
level entities. At the beginning of mapping the organ system into a morpho-
logical model, the task is to recognize the domains of different structural 
levels that have been built into the organ system, in order to be able to 
find the matching embodiments. It is to be done based on the cognitive 
knowledge of the user. 
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Fig. 14. Geometric model by feature composition 
b) Multiple Allocation Alternatives 
Different domains of the organ system can be allocated into parts in several 
alternative ways. The intuitive decomposition, that is nei.ther unique nor 
unambiguous, greatly influences the applicable set of design feature entities. 
If they have been defined accordingly, certain C.F.O.s can be related to 
D.F.O.s directly. Due to the use of shape modifying feature-entities, this 
is not always the case. Consequently, when a decomposition is made, the 
designer should be aware of what sort of design feature entities are available 
in design and technological feature-object libraries. 
c) Overlapping of Design Feature Entities 
Very often, more than one design feature entity provides the same subset 
of functions, which results in a kind of overlapping from the point of view 
of embodiment. It is in connection with part formation, which is influ-
enced by design for manufacturability and assemblability considerations. 
Notwithstanding that the organ structure reflects continuous effort and 
flow parameter conversions, this overlapping may result in a situation that 
is to be resolved by user interaction. 
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d) Design Constraint Management 
The concept feature-objects and the design feature-objects can be related 
directly only in their abstract forms. On the other hand, the organ sys-
tem contains specific instances of A.C.F.O.s. The matching needs design 
constraint management both in symbolic and algebraic form. Library man-
agers of D.F.O.s must be able not only to look up, but to administer the 
origin of the instances in order to provide facilities for re-evaluation of pa-
rameter values for morphological fitting. Design constraints would form 
a constraint network, which is practically impossible to construct, except 
simple cases, since the modelling entities included in the design cannot be 
foreseen. 
e) Combination of Non-regularized Modelling Entities 
The design feature geometries are combined based on set theoretical ap-
proach known from CSG modelling, but in this case unifying operators are 
applied to faces and groups of faces. This methodology requires modelling 
tools that are somewhat different to those known from commercialised CAD 
systems. 
Considering the facts mentioned above, we may conclude that a prac-
tical solution is to implement the feature-object oriented design method-
ology in an interactive modelling environment. Providing an interactive 
methodology is a pragmatic approach, but it can be integrated with present 
CAD systems and it may be expected to be accepted by industrial users. 
In the PRODES system designers use high level modelling entities both in 
conceptual and morphological design. It is advantageous from the point 
of view of early synthesis and simulation, and assembly oriented geometric 
design. 
There are works in progress in order to integrate assembly features 
to support functional reasoning with assembly models. The novelty of 
our approach lies in the parametrized description of assembly connections. 
Eight types of assembly features have been described formally: slide, roll, 
rotate, fit, against, contact, tilt and fixed. A feature description covers the 
shape of the contact surface patches, the possible degrees of freedom in 
the neighbourhood of the contact point, the physical effects acting at the 
contact point (static and dynamic forces and moments, impulse). Every 
functional description refers to the local system of co-ordinates of the part 
or unit. Having the geometrical models of components, the answer to 
the assumed contact effects can be concluded. Assembly of features has 
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parametric description which, in turn, can be advantageously utilised for 
the modification of the parametrized geometric model. 
9. Summary and Conclusions 
Our paper presented an interactive platform to conceptual and morpho-
logical modelling. The feature oriented conceptual designer software is a 
proof-of-ideas subsystem that has been included into the PRODES host 
system. It has been implemented on an ACERFRAME workstation-like 
PC under WINDOWS 3 operating environment in C++ object oriented 
programming language. It was set out to provide an easy-to-use and user 
friendly interface based on window management. Windows with input and 
check out facilities and with graphical presentation fields were necessary in 
order to achieve the required highly interactive environment. 
Our conclusions are as follows: 
- Feature oriented conceptual modelling technique allows two-level rea-
soning, thus both design language based circumscriptions and mor-
phology inclusive model generations can be considered in conceptual 
modelling systems. 
Morphological design can be supported by the preceding use of a 
concept feature-object-based preliminary design and simulation. 
- The development of an interactive conceptual modelling subsystem is 
a pragmatic approach, but it is the most straightforward approach to 
extending the capabilities of present geometry and assembly oriented 
CAD systems. 
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